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All malware is damaging, but ransomware is especially problematic. The ransomer
attempts to move laterally within the network to decrypt and destroy key bits of data or
leak data if demands are not met. The defender must be at least as powerful.
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Remember the candy advertisement, "Your chocolate is in my peanut
butter. No, your peanut butter is in my chocolate"? The punchline was that
two great tastes go together. Unfortunately, the motivations of a
cybercriminal and the type of malware deployed are decidedly not two
great flavors that go together.
For the purposes of this paper, we focus on the general principles of
malware aimed at enterprise networks. There are roughly three ways that
malware can be designed for effect on the network. The first is malware
that destroys files without regard — this type of malware would be
unusual in that the only financial gain for the attacker would be if it made
direct sales against a decommissioned rival (noting that "slash and burn"
might mean something different for a nation-state).

AT A GLANCE
KEY STAT
Roughly 72% of companies with 2,500 or
more employees will experience a
ransomware attack that affects at least one
endpoint in a calendar year.

WHAT'S IMPORTANT
The adversary is actively creating tactics to
recognize and evade cybersecurity defenses.
With that in mind, the best bet for the
defender is to effectively shrink the security
surface and to trigger an adversarial action in
a seemingly authentic yet deceptive
environment and gain information from it.

The second type of malware attack is more subtle. Malware families are
often designed to set up camp under subterfuge in the network. This
malware is "low and slow" and installed to go undetected as it slowly
ciphers intellectual property, financial records, and personally identifiable information (PII). The malware is self-learning;
the goal is to learn the most used network ports, transmit data under the radar and, for all intents and purposes, act like a
legitimate end user or end-use machine within the network.
The third type of malware is ransomware, which is the antithesis of the other types. Malware such as TrickBot and
derivatives such as Ryuk are specifically designed to be reconnaissance and beaconing tools. The malware seeks to gain a
toehold in the network and then spread laterally throughout the network. But this type of malware is also cunning.
The malware is trained to recognize sandboxes and to evade cybersecurity appliances, the digital profiles of which the
adversary knows as well as the enterprise.
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While enterprise malware is deliberately stealthy, ransomware is only trying to gain an ephemeral presence in the
network, look for specific file types or data types, and gain access to the files/servers. Once the treasured assets are
found, the ransomware (or the beacon to the threat actor) places encryption around the files. This is especially nefarious
business because the company is held hostage. The adversary can threaten to destroy the files or, equally bad in some
cases, expose the data, which may have even more detrimental effects. The next step is that the enterprise must either
pay the ransom prices to unlock the files or face the prospect of the files being destroyed.
Once deployed, ransomware is almost impossible to eradicate. Ransomware occurs when files are encrypted, and that
leaves the IT/security operations center (SOC) team with the useless task of trying to break the cipher. When the files
become corrupted, there are basically three hopes for the affected business:
1. The files have been backed up and are retrievable (and can be reinstated in the current architecture). Even if the

bulk of the backup files are also encrypted, restoration processes are lengthy and can disrupt business practices.
2. The targeted files are of little value, and if they are destroyed or stolen, there is no material loss.
3. Insurance can help offset the losses (although the loss of reputation may be more catastrophic than the loss of

records).

Understanding Why Ransomware Evades the Security Operations Center
It is fair to say that ransomware is a scourge across all types of businesses. In the December 2020 Data Protection and
Privacy Survey, IDC asked professionals from 411 companies in the United States, the United Kingdom, and Germany
with 2,500 employees or more how frequently they encountered ransomware (see Figure 1).

FIGURE 1: Ransomware Infection Frequency (% of Respondents)
Q Ransomware-infected endpoints (desktop/laptop/tablet) — Please provide your BEST
ESTIMATE for the frequency with which ransomware infections occur or are expected to occur
in your entire organization.

Few times
per five years/decade
18%
Yearly
18%

Never
10%

Weekly
12%
Monthly
23%

Quarterly
19%

n = 411
Source: IDC's Data Protection and Privacy Survey, December 2020
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Businesses spend a significant amount of money and talent to create a layered defense, and it is unfair to say that the
defenses are without value. Without firewalls, web/email defenses, and antivirus and endpoint protection products on the
perimeter, it would be impossible to traverse the internet because each session would be under assault. Furthermore, the
next layer of defense in identity access management, log management, data loss prevention, and various network detection
and prevention tools creates more difficulty for the adversary. Further, there are specific protections for the data itself.
But the enterprise network already has all the previously mentioned defenses, and ransomware is still prevalent. What is
lacking in the conventional defense of the network?

» The surface that the security analyst is defending is expanding and becoming more diverse. Businesses use multiple
cloud environments and multiple dedicated datacenters, and they increasingly use applications. 5G and Internet of
Things (IoT) will only add more to the network surface.

» Cybersecurity defenses are accustomed to tracking known malware. If a malware signature is not recognized at the
perimeter, there is no reason to deny access at the firewall. Additionally, logs work only if the security analyst
knows what to look for.

» Cybersecurity tools are noisy. Security analysts can get caught in a loop chasing anomalies that may be ghosts in the
machine or relatively benign.

» Pulling together multiple sources of telemetry to find a single source of truth is difficult to do and often
manpower intensive.

» If a business has faulty credential and connection procedures, the adversary can find passwords and then
impersonate an authentic end user.

» Once the network considers an end user to be authentic, the network is designed to maximize the efficiency of the user
experience. The adversary sees the east-west mappings and can then begin to access sensitive data/servers. If server
information is not directly accessible, the information necessary to make the next lateral move becomes apparent.

» Lateral movement is difficult to monitor. If an attacker uses credentials from an endpoint and makes normal
connections, there is appreciably no mechanism that will find the session itself to be anomalous. The problem is
then accelerated if that connection goes outward to the internet — if an "authenticated" end user uses a TLS
session, the C2C activities that an adversary uses to create the tunnel to encrypt files are often undetected.
Nation-state attacks and ransomware attacks are generally different. The nation-state attack is stealthy in all of its
strategies; even data exfiltration is covert. However, a ransomware attack is looking for only ephemeral connections with
the hope of moving laterally throughout the network. To prevent further penetration, organizations should be
investigating an incident within 10 minutes and detecting the first move in the network within 60 minutes.
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Security operations centers are improving. According to IDC's December 2020 EDR and XDR Survey, more than half of
SOC professionals indicated that an alert is investigated within three hours of observation (see Figure 2). However, if
slightly less than half of alerts are untouched in a three-hour time frame, the SOC could very well be playing defense even
before alerts are generated.

FIGURE 2: Time to Investigate an Alert After It Has Been Qualified by a Level 1 Analyst (% of Respondents)
Q After an alert has been triaged and deemed worthy of investigation by a Level 1 analyst or
person performing the role/function of Level 1 analyst, how quickly can your organization
investigate suspicious threat activity?
1 day or more
8.5%
8 hours to 1 day
11.5%

4–7 hours
26.4%

Less than 1 hour
17.5%

1–3 hours
36.1%

n = 504
Note: An average of 446 alerts are investigated in a week.
Source: IDC's EDR and XDR Survey, December 2020

This is not to say the enterprise network is without hope. By taking the time to spell out the various problems pertaining
to detecting and preventing ransomware attacks, we can start to craft a solution.

Deception Used to Systematically Reduce the Possibility of Ransomware Success
Historically, deception was a technology that created a "network within a network" ruse. The technology deployed lures,
decoys, and honeypots within a network, and this is still a part of the design. Deception can also employ other tricks,
where the decoys might be an authentic-looking LDAP or a password vault — in other words, the deception creates
targets that attackers would likely access to create lateral movement.
Currently, deception is basically a complete emulation layer designed to create detection separate from the authentic
network layer. Deception creates network, endpoint, application, data/database, and Active Directory (AD) decoys to
collect all attacker activity. The network decoys capture all communications traffic as full packets and record all changes
(payload drops, registry changes, file system activity, network connections, etc.).
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The single most important idea to understand about deception is that it creates a framework to detect lateral
movement. The flaw in a network architecture is that there are logical configurations and routing of machines both in
east-west traffic and at ingress/egress to the internet. If an attacker is patient enough, the network itself is an open-book
test. Unless the adversary is negligent or noisy, it could reside in the network until it finds critical data to use as ransom
and then spread its payload throughout a network to lock employees out of their devices. By depriving an attacker of the
means of being able to move laterally, the SOC team can prevent the attacker from accessing critical assets and stop
ransomware from spreading from device to device.
The next step is to suppress lateral movement. Organizations must find and stop the
native connectivity such as overprivileged credentials and unnecessary connections
between devices such as open RDP sessions that allow attackers to move on networks
undetected by most security agents. If this native connectivity is found and removed as
it appears, attackers are denied their easiest pathway to payday and forced to use more
labor- and cash-intensive means of performing their reconnaissance and launching their
attacks. These tactics effectively reduce the attack surface.
Deception is a security platform that relies heavily upon machine learning.
Machine learning is used to process the data received from the endpoint and to create
custom configurations of deception types specific to each organization. Machine
learning also assists with analyzing data to provide attack pathway maps and other
insights (we expound on this shortly).

An enterprise
cannot allow an
adversary to run
sorties within its
network without
consequence.
It must have some
way to create a
consequential
outcome against an
attacker.

The last step is for organizations to replace those eliminated attacker pathways with
deceptive versions that look and feel real to any attacker that happens to find them. The
adversary will try to access anything in the network such as stolen credentials, device MAC addresses, and information
from files. It will even attempt to gain access to identities and user group information in registries. This is where
deception starts to change the paradigm on the attackers. In lieu of waiting for something to happen, organizations can
take a more offensive-minded approach. By placing fake files, fake credentials, and fake devices that look real from an
outside-in vantage point, the SOC team sends the attacker down a twisted path. Self-evidently, if an adversary attempts
to decrypt a fake file (i.e., attempts lateral movement to a phony machine or attempts to access a fake LDAP), then the
SOC can block the adversary from the network.

Considering Illusive
Illusive is a cybersecurity vendor that offers an active defense against malware. A central strength about active defense
through deception is that it must understand the network to create deceptive stories. Illusive uses artificial intelligence
and machine learning to understand the network and its connections and assets — it has to because the creation of fake
assets must be authentic looking from the vantage point of the attacker.
Illusive technology is quiet on the network. A significant problem in networks is that agents require headroom and
occupy CPU space. No single agent is particularly hard to manage individually, but after several agents are deployed onto
a device, management and performance do become issues. Illusive platforms are runtime executable applications,
meaning the software is centrally managed and extensible without adding stress to the network and without detection
from the adversary.
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Machine learning was mentioned as a tenet of deception, but this is the cornerstone of Illusive technology. Illusive utilizes
machine learning to learn an organization's normal operations, naming schemes, namespace conventions, and so forth,
and then it builds deception stories based on these real artifacts. This is a subtle but important nuance offered by Illusive.
The sophisticated attacker often detects indications of a honeypot and simply will not move. For all intents and purposes,
the deceptive stories for registries, files, routing tables, and so forth look no different to the attacker than the network
architecture would look from the outside in. Two things happen:

» The attacker perceives its interaction with the network as no different from a normal network operation.
» The adversary is not supposed to be there, and this triggers a high-fidelity alert as well as a traceable series of
events leading to the alert.
Deception becomes a trenchant part of the network defense. The first promise of deception is that on a high level, it can offer
decoys to coax attackers into revealing themselves before ransomware is launched. Illusive deploys the following tactics:

» The Illusive Attack Surface Manager identifies and eliminates network connections that are legitimate but
exploitable. Shadow admins or open RDP sessions are monitored because they are pathways an attacker would
use in undetected lateral movement.

» Illusive uses the concept of extraneous pathways to entice an attacker, who would generally expect to find and
exploit such pathways on a network in the search for critical assets worth stealing. The Illusive platform may create
a pathway that looks like it will safely lead the adversary to a deceptive production host. Once the attacker engages
the deceptive pathway, the system knows it and then alerts and dispatches another dissolvable binary to collect
attacker telemetry. This process can be automated with SIEM and SOAR solutions so that information is already
available for the SOC analyst.

» Agents cannot be deployed on certain devices. For example, IoT and operational technology (OT) devices may be
too sensitive to add an agent, which eliminates EDR as a protective option. However, Illusive can create deceptive
emulations of these environments as well to detect adversaries that attempt to use them for lateral movement or
reconnaissance.
Deterministic Detection
Unlike security point products, Illusive detection can be applied to anomalies recognized in devices, user activities,
network traffic, and (attempted) malicious activity. For example, in a TrickBot attack against an online retailer, Illusive
discovered lateral movement starting from a print server going through remote desktop services and propagated
through Windows Management Instrumentation to other domains. Intruders trying to activate ransomware will be
detected on deceptive files before it can spread to the next device.
Remember, this is an entire reconstruction of the security alert hierarchy. Security alerts are generally designed to explain
that something has gone wrong, and this happens with varying degrees of effectiveness. For instance, memory
corruption on a device is a strong indicator of compromise (IoC), but local to that machine. On the other hand, user
behavioral anomalies based on statistical inference can be noisy. Simply put, an alert generated from demonstrated
behavior against a decoy device/file/registry is more reliable and more instructive than the panoply of alerts from each
security point product.
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Illusive telemetry unifies the alert that it does generate with the attack paths and attack tactics that the adversary
implemented. It helps a SOC (or teams that have a smaller security profile) deprecate lateral movement paths, determine
the cause of an incident (instead of applying patches), and initiate the remediation cycle of other best-of-breed tools such
as next-generation firewalls, EDR, SIEM, or other applicable IT or security platforms.
With Illusive, the adversary now faces a hostile environment. Once deployed, Illusive deception is especially effective.
There is no reason for an authenticated end user to try to access deceptive endpoints, files, AD registries, or applications.
By their very nature, alerts coming from a deception platform have high reliability as true positives. In other words, the
triage problem starts with direct knowledge of the attacker rather than assembling information from different security
point products.
Another point to consider is that companies often hire or deploy their own red teams to attempt infiltration of their
networks. To date, Illusive has faced 130+ red teams and defeated all of them.

Challenges
Thanks to the release of the MITRE Shield framework and the evolution of threats around passive and traditional
detection approaches, the field of deception is hot again. However, deception as a technology does face some
challenges, mainly from its legacy.
First, the historical context of deception has been a latticework of decoys and honeypots. These constructs have only
been nominally successful because malware is often self-aware and does not engage with a known trap. Also, baits and
lures are difficult to maintain and create as the network grows dynamically.
Second, deploying any technology for security is difficult; at any given time, roughly 15–30% of devices on a network are
unmanaged. The assumption is that network assets must be static to deploy deception.
Third, deception vendors should help customers make the handover from incident detection through deception to
incident response, even when customers use other vendors' security tools. As stated previously, all the threat insight in
the world is helpful, but if a security team does not know how to remediate the incident, then much of the efficacy is lost.
The transition game becomes important. As part of the detection cycle, a tool should be able to generate a successful
workflow, offer smart short-term fixes (e.g., isolate the endpoint and divert to the guest network), and then offer a
permanent fix.
Illusive is widely integrated with leading providers of EDR, SIEM, and IT ticketing tools, among others. To remain
successful, Illusive will need to continue integrating with ecosystem partners and adopt smart contributions to security
frameworks such as MITRE and the SANS Security Controls. (It is worth noting that in August 2020, MITRE Shield was
introduced, and the framework suggested offensive measures that an organization can take to nullify the efficacy of
attacks. Deception plays a crucial role in checking, if not outright preventing, the progress of the attacker.)
A final consideration is that deception is thought to be expensive. It is incumbent on deception vendors to explain
whether they price their solution according to the number of endpoints protected or the number of branch offices or
whether they sell their solution as an enterprise software license. With Illusive, there is no hardware to deploy or agents
to install, which means a quicker time to value and preservation of CPU resources.
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Conclusion
Illusive influences the following three phases of typical incident detection and response: prevention, detection, and
response:

» Illusive Attack Surface Manager reduces lateral movement tunnels within a network where an adversary can travel
to access valuable assets.

» Detection does not come as a set of disparate alerts. An alert generated by Illusive comes from an attempt by an
adversary to access an application, open or alter a file, or traverse business groups. Importantly, these protections
still hold when an adversary is using a compromised credential but attempts to initiate nefarious behavior in the
name of an authenticated actor.

» Illusive not only offers detection and response but also creates specific defenses to mitigate ransomware, lateral
movement, and takeover of IoT/OT assets. It also identifies extraneous but legitimate pathways an adversary might
use to evade detection. The Illusive defense is not based on signatures or statistical anomalies anticipated on the
network. Rather, the active defense is based on specific deleterious actions taken by the adversary.
The active defense created by Illusive is, for all intents and purposes, "detectionless." It starts with adversarial actions (not
anomalies) as the source of an alert, and the various forms of deception make it difficult for an adversary to take a direct
path to the most critical assets in the network. As such, Illusive represents a modern and optimal solution to the
contemporary tactics used by increasingly talented adversaries.
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MESSAGE FROM THE SPONSOR
About Illusive
Illusive active defense stops attackers from accessing critical assets and detects the lateral movement that enables
today's most dangerous ransomware and nation-state attacks. Despite significant investments, it's still difficult to see
and stop attackers moving inside your environment. The Illusive Active Defense Suite identifies and removes the
vulnerable connections and credentials that enable attackers to move undetected, and then replaces them with
deceptive versions that fool attackers into revealing their presence upon engagement. Illusive's agentless approach
captures deterministic proof of in-progress attacks and provides actionable forensics to empower a quick and effective
response.
Illusive was founded by nation-state attackers who developed a solution to beat attackers. We help Fortune 100
companies protect their critical assets, including the largest global financials and global pharmaceuticals. Illusive has
participated in over 130+ red team exercises and has never lost one!
For more information, visit www.illusive.com, or contact us at info@illusive.com.
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